Dear friend,

I have sent this letter to your

(department/office/agency/division/organization/court/bureau/center/district/institute/league/service/board/committee/guild/commission)

i, an idiot of the legal system/society, am asking for:

(1.) The oath(s) of office(s)
(2.) Any code of ethics/conduct
(3.) The duty of both positions (agent and principle), for your people in position of public service/trust.
(4.) Job description/purpose/basic duty bound obligations of position
(5.) Creed or code of honor
(6.) Public service ethos/pledge
(7.) Who you are in service for/to
(8.) Phone, fax, and email contact information
(9.) What is the required process for investigating a reported crime with your office?
(10.) Is this office required to investigate any and all allegations of fraud, corruption, ethics, or breach of public trust wrongdoing?
(11.) A basic or standard; public announcement/flyer/pamphlet/notice for duplication and public distribution/outreach

For the following public servants:

1. man or woman in charge as: lead/senior/chief, clerk (agent)
2. man/woman in charge as: department/agency, head/ chief/commissioner, director (principle)

If this letter has reached non-government, i am asking for all of the above that you have for yourself or other mission statement of the sort, a brief history of the general purpose of this organization/idea. Public flyer/notice/pamphlet, i can put at the local library so people can be made aware and have access to assistance and services.

i wish they be sent by letter, as soon as possible.

Please include in your response a way for us to connect by email and fax, so i may follow up with more details of the reports of wrongdoing, and criminal activity, i have brought to your attention with the following two documents:

1. Open Letter
2. Affidavit of [patrick-christian:hansen]
3. Public Servant Accountability
4. Witness Statements

Thank you for your time and service,

Peace and love to you and yours,

by: the living man, [patrick-christian:hansen]

All rights reserved.
Greetings,

i, an idiot to the legal system, am trying my best to make a positive change in this world and i need your help.

My intentions are good, and my heart wants nothing more than peace. To have peace we need truth, justice and mercy. We all have a purpose in life, for me that purpose is to do the best i can, with what i know to be true. Fear, doubt and my ego constantly get in the way of what i am trying to accomplish. i hope still, i put my faith and trust in a greater source, our heavenly father.

Looking around, i see so much work that needs to be done, yet there are very few workers. It looks like almost everyone around me has forgotten or given up on any hope that they can make a positive difference. I remember when I was young, and I would dream about the things I would do with my life. I would think with eager expectation for things to come, because I saw life through a child’s eyes, it was a gift! Then I find myself caught up in a broken system “the rat race” where our desire for life is washed away in the race for money and the emptiness that comes with it. Nothing ever seems to permanently fill the void we feel. When we stand up for what is right, stand in truth, and love one another as ourselves, we can have a fulfilled life. As the messiah said, all the commandments can be summed up in two commands; Love the lord your god with all your heart soul and strength, and the second is like it; love your neighbor as yourself. If we accept this and live by it, we accept Christ, for; what/who is anyone other than what they stand for. To accept his teaching is to accept him, to deny his teachings is to deny him.

I have and continue to be met with hate/contempt for choosing to walk in truth. My family and I have been repeatedly wronged, for who we are and what we stand for. Terrorism has never been so real for me than what i have been put through in the past three years. Sadly, I have met more terrorist in America, men and women acting as public servants/peace keepers, then I ever encountered the entire time I spent in the service including a year in Afghanistan. Here is a generalized summary how and in what ways we have been wronged:

- While having a conversation with a policeman i was jailed for asking questions
- License was secretively, without warrant, unlawfully suspended by (wo)men (imposters) acting in the name of the court, in the face of defective prosecution (police failed to appear in court)
- Harassed by men acting as a public servant/employees for growing food to feed my family
- The men acting as public servants without lawful authority destroyed our family garden with a tractor.
- i was arrested (without lawful warrant) for talking to the wrong doer about his and his employees trespass, property damage, land usage fee, and harassment after the acting police chief admittedly refused to do anything to stop the wrong doers.
- Acting police chief and officers began stalking my family and i
- Acting public servant (wo)men used social workers as a tool of terrorism against my family and i as retaliation
- Forced (warrantless) entry by acting officer in civilian clothing despite the no trespass notice
- Public servant continued use of property without payment in the face of lawful notice of property usage fee
- Assaulted and hospitalized for asking men acting as sheriff officers for a warrant, (was prevented from calling emergency services) i later went to file a report at the sheriff’s office to make a report with my service animal present, i was given an implied death threat(a man acting as a sheriff officer placed his hand on his gun and said get the hell out of here)
- The acting court judge’s and clerks, and acting peace officers (former city police officer) constantly made threats by mail, over the phone, and face to face, to my life (property, freedom, happiness, family).
- Warrantless arrests and searches continued to happen as retaliation for lawfully challenging the validity of the complaints and the officer’s actions.
- The acting police continued to ticket me for the same offense (double jeopardy) to intimidate and exhaust me. During the very same pending complaint in court.
- The acting city police took my license without a warrant, and kept charging me for the same.
- The acting police snuck around my property in the dark to take the plates off our van (without a lawful warrant)
- Our only means of transportation and temporary shelter (private automobile/van) was taken by armed robbers hijack, acting as peace keepers, and under disguise of emergency (using emergency lights in a non-emergency situation) breaking and entering. Then charging me with offenses that they themselves set up. (framing)
- i was held hostage for money, and had to pay a ransom to be released
- The acting city judge openly on the record in court said i could not come back because i had a service animal.
- Was then given verbal threats by the acting city court peace officer (former ticketing agency employee) of trespass charges if i came back to the court.
- Harassed by CPS agents on unfounded and meritless accusations who hid my accuser, creating indifference, injustice and paranoia.
• The man acting as the court peace officer refused to allow me into the court past the check point for having a service animal, he said; “the judge said you can’t come in here, because of your service animal”
• i was never notified by lawful proper service, requesting my participation in any further court dates and later arrested imprisoned, held hostage in solitary confinement for 10 days, then released after $5,000 cash was paid
• The acting postmaster withheld/obstructed mail, and made threats of “getting the authorities involved” since i was getting general post, as an attempt to coerce me to purchase a product offered by the postal service of P.O. Box, inadvertently contributing to my kidnap, imprisonment and ransom.
• When asking about getting our van back the third time, the man acting as the dog warden threatened my life while holding my one year old baby placed his hand on his gun and said: “get the fuck out of my station”
• Talking with the (wo)men acting as city council about the corruption and situation in the court room upstairs, in an open meeting i was interrupted and told by the man acting as mayor “we are not going to have an open dialogued with you, you can address the counsel and we will respond to you in writing” (never got a letter)
• Talking with a man from the DA office i agreed to pay/settle any debt, but he explained that he cannot accept my money that way, he explained it would cause trouble for extortion, he explained he needs me to plead before he could take any money from me. (matter not in conflict, i have agreed to pay, court must dismiss)
• Exhausted, wanting to move on in life, driven away by political bureaucratic persecution, terrorism, fearful for the protection and sanity of myself and my family, out of necessity to avoid any further harm i moved on with my life doing mission work helping others, and trying to recover from all this terror and torture my family and i have endured.
• Traveling by bus, hitch hiking, walking and bicycling we barely could take care of our family or our needs, trusting and waiting on our heavenly father for provision.
• Visiting northern New York again i was kidnapped and held hostage again by the police chiefs nephew, forced under duress to be a witness against myself.
• Allegedly there was a warrant out for my arrest? i still have no lawful warrant for any such accusation/claim.
• i was sent by order of the acting city judge to be held hostage for $5,000 cash for allegations of “failure to appear”
• Forced to pay for my release the ransom of $5,000 was paid after 10 days in solitary confinement.
• The public servants still have not produced any lawful warrant (failure of due process)
• The public servants continually refuse to produce their oath of office
• The women acting as court clerks have repeatedly obstructed my counter claim, and continue to evade basic questions of court procedure by soliciting court peace officers to use force and coercion to have me thrown out
• The acting judges continue to act on behalf of the prosecutor and the “defendant” moving the case forward entering pleas, and pretending prosecution is in the court room (practicing law from the bench) (case dismissed for lack of/defective prosecution)
• Threats to my life are a common occurrence in the court room coming from the acting clerks, peace officers, and judges. (this is the definition of terrorism)
• The rule of law continues to be completely ignored by BAR members and the actors if these pretended trials
• The acting judge’s participating with the city police, the clerk, the DA, and other BAR members participated in a criminal mock trial; by criminally bring up defective charges for a false court trial. (contempt of court)
• Public servants continue to breach the peace and incite conflict, by using their office for private gain (unjust enrichment)
• My woman and children are in a constant state of fear that i might be stripped away from them at any time

My children worry about me, they often say in their still small voice “daddy going to jail again? i don’t want you to go daddy, please stay with me” I hold back my tears and say “some people still don’t know they are hurting us, and doing the wrong thing, daddy has help them learn, so they see the truth.”

We all struggle as men and women, we all have family issues, health issues, money trouble, various problems, and spiritual battles. When government becomes oppressive by placing, tickets or charges on us for victimless crimes (bills of attainder, writs of assistance, inciting peonage, and involuntary servitude), those acting in the name of government have lost their way, and the protection of the office they hold in public trust. We are all people men and women, with everyday struggles and problems, why the indifference? Has the years of training in the system washed away our relation from one people to another? Where has compassion gone? Where has our friendship, neighborliness, or brotherly love gone? Whatever happened to the friendly and peaceful solution of; agree to disagree? Why use force against your neighbor because he is different/maintains a less than popular lifestyle? We all know right from wrong, are we going to let greed, and selfishness (job security) destroy what makes us who we are? We can only truly own one area of our lives, and that is our choices, choose to do good, not evil.

i have a woman and three children that need me, they need my support, my love, my guidance, my protection, and i need them. The sole purpose of government is to prevent the harm, and provide the protection, for man to live at peace and endeavor after his pursuit of happiness. So far our family has experienced nothing less than terrorism, for our
differences, beliefs, and way of life. This country was once known for its greatness and diversity, to live here was a blessing and a wonders feeling of freedom. When we stick to the enforcement of basic common law, (cause no other man harm injury or loss) we flourish. i see that the common law system of this constitutional government has been usurped by usury, involuntary servitude, peonage, and greed. We have enslaved our fellow man with statutes, codes, rules, ordinances. Add all these demands up starting with; taking away your only means of transportation, forced to withdraw time and again from college, resulting in an unplanned loss to our main source of income a result of instability unreliability from constantly getting arrested/harassed by agencies, wasted time with drawn out kangaroo court hearings, fees, fines, printing mailing/ expense, time spent studying law. The common man does not have time for this, no one does, and that is why common law is freedom. This “statutory law” is disguised for the “greater good” or “in the name of safety/security”. This color of law system makes us slaves to it, it rules our lives and consumes our resources, it is beneficial only to BAR members that monopolizes on it, these members discriminate and despise anyone who try defending themselves without a BAR membership.

This is a hijack of the common law court, de jure, judicial function, turned into a mockery de facto revenue generating vampire. Statutory law is in fact not law at all, but color of law. It mocks justice and freedom, it hates logic and basic reasoning, it spits in the face of innocence, imprisons our children, and enslaves our spirit.

i have been told by a member of the BAR; “this is just the way it is.” “they have the coercive power, they have the guns ido not agree or believe there is “they” I am no fool, there is only us, we the people of the same earth. Divide and conquer is the oldest trick in the book. Hoodwinked by legalese trickery, and a lack of understanding, our brothers and sisters of humanity, our neighbors, have been deceived in believing that this statutory legal society is law and that they are somehow obligated to submit to such. i know that the men uniforms, with the guns (most of them) want to do the right thing, they want to live at peace, but they have been tricked and brainwashed into this legal system matrix. The legal system mocks the rule of law, and complicates things so much that the average man can’t even understand it. This is done so by design that only members of the BAR capitalize on this monopoly of knowledge, and thus maintain power over the people, hence knowledge is power. When we use the common law, there is no need for the BAR or other (wo) men that wish to take advantage of your ignorance. These (wo) men will have to find work elsewhere, and the oppression of the people will gradually disappears.

What is this, why is this happening....corporate control of the government, tramples all over the little guy and makes criminals out of peaceful people? This system with the slightest error or abuse will devastate a family and entire communities.

i never thought the fight for freedom would find me here, but it has. Political, bureaucratic oppression by the men and women i thought could be trusted have betrayed us, they have hired themselves out as mercenaries, selling their soul to the highest bidder-for greed. These (wo) Men have lost their honor, their word means nothing, for being an oath breaker, against their oath of office. These public servants have become political terrorists that conspire against peaceful people in the name of their modern god “the state!” The “state” being a soulless, lifeless, creation, worshiped by its very creators...the citizen. They terrorize the people in the name of their “o so holy sovereign state” that can do no wrong and that answers to no one. Why would we revert back to tyranny in the “new world” haven’t we all learned anything from history, and why many people came to this land?

What my family and i have gone through is only a small example of a larger world wide problem; don’t let what we have gone through and experienced be in vain, do something about it learn from our story.

i have included more papers for you to read, and if you are so compelled to take action to bring justice to the situation and right this wrong i thank you for your efforts. If you cannot write a letter, make a phone call, or take a stand any another way, i ask you to study, and share, make your own stand, in your own way against tyranny -state/politically inflicted terrorism. We need to wake our brothers and sisters up. Some men and women in public service need tough love to wake them up, others are cold blooded criminals and will be found out. By our own choice to live differently and hold them accountable we will weed them out, but we have to never stop doing our part in keeping them accountable. When i was a child my dad once told me; “the government makes criminals out of people” i never understood what the meant, up until about three years ago experiencing the corruption, it really sunk in, now as a man i understand exactly what he meant.

Sharing my story, asking for help,
In peace,

[patrick-christian:hansen]
**Affidavit of [patrick-christian:hansen]**

i, man, called [patrick-christian:hansen], being of lawful age, qualified and competent to testify to, and having firsthand knowledge of the following facts, do hereby affirm that the following facts are true, correct and not misleading, to the best of my knowledge information and belief:

Visiting Northern New York, around Mid-August, 2014, I was confronted by an armed man in dark clothing who asked me to go with him to meet with someone, I declined by saying; “no thank you” the man’s face got red, and seemed to be getting very angry, as i shut the door the man shouted in a threatening tone that he was “going to” do something. That night, i and three others witnessed a group of armed men in dark clothing, gathered around my private automobile shelter with flashlights they removed the front and back plates. After the armed men left, I and three other witnesses inspected the front and back of my private conveyance shelter and discovered that the men had removed both the front and rear plates.

On the 26th day, of August 2014 while traveling east through the area commonly known as Ogdensburg, New York Republic, in my private automobile, heading north east along the Saint Lawrence River on the common right of way, just south of the Saint Lawrence River. i noticing emergency lights in the mirrors i moved over to make room for the emergency. After moving over, the woman in the car with emergency lights did not pass, but stayed behind me. An armed woman, dressed in dark clothing known as; Jessica Rivers, came up to my window and started to engage me in conversation. The woman began to behave strange (pacing back and forth, I could not understand what she was saying) i also noticed she kept putting her hand on her weapon. Her tone became increasingly aggressive as i continued to understand what was going on. (Due to the highly stressful situation I vaguely remember the exact details of the conversation but this is to the best i remember) The woman said; “I am asking you to get out of the vehicle, you are under arrest”. She was making reference to legal terms like; “driving a vehicle” i explained to the woman that my private automobile shelter is not classified as a vehicle, and that i was not engaged in driving a “for hire commercial activity”. Being afraid for my life, due to the bizarre and aggressive nature of this encounter and that of the armed woman outside my door, i remained inside the protection of my shelter out of necessity to avoid harm due to the imminent threat of attack, and robbery even after the woman asked me to get out.

Within what seemed to be about two minutes i was surrounded by at least five other black and white marked and unmarked cars. They blocked the right of way by pulling their cars in the way for both directions. The woman and about five to six other armed men surrounded me, most in normal clothing. A man in normal clothing approached my window and said; “you need to get out of the vehicle”. While peacefully trying to understand what was going on, talking to the man that later came at my window, other armed men were trying to break into my private conveyance shelter, by reaching into the back windows, and yanking on the window clamps. Afraid for my safety, i told them to stay out. i also rolled up the other front window that they were attempting to break in through. Within what seemed like seconds all the men and the woman stopped talking to me. An armed man in plain clothes approached my window with an object in his hand and said; “I am going to break his window” i told him; “don’t break the window”. The armed man hit my window and it burst into shards of glass, he reached in and disarmed the security locks. The other man next to my door had his hand on the door handle once the security locks were disarmed he and the other men unlawful entered my private conveyance shelter. They grabbed me pulled me out of the seat and forced me down to the ground. The men pinned me to the ground, lifting and twisting my arms behind my back. They bound my arms behind my back with metal shackles extremely tight around my wrists cutting off the flow of blood causing damage and pain.

Before during and after this process i made sure to tell the woman Jessica Rivers and the other men, that i do not consent to what they are doing and that i was under threat duress tort and coercion, with all rights reserved. The men and the woman conducted an interrogation while i was under threat duress tort and coercion. They brought me to Staint Lawrence county Jail and held me for about a day to the best of what i can remember for $180. The money was paid under duress, with all rights reserved, and I was released soon thereafter.

Having gone to court three times, back in 2014, on the third occasion William Small said i was not allowed back into the court due to me having a service animal, the court from then on denied me entry into the lobby/court. The armed man Andrew Hollis, outside the court lobby would not allow me inside. i later was asked to leave the second floor by the armed man Andrew Hollis, because I was “handed out information that the court doesn’t agree with” (pocket guide constitution, and citizens rule book). The armed man Andrew Hollis said; “you need to leave unless you want to be charged with trespassing.” So I did not go back in the interest of self-preservation, and necessity to avoid harm. i later attempted to get my private automobile shelter back from the armed men and the woman that had taken it by force. After trying three times and having been threatened and intimidated each time, i did not try to return again out of necessity to avoid harm, from the threats to my life. i then went to a city council meeting and tried getting help from the men and women sitting in the front of the room as city council members i reported what happened and asked them what they were...
going to do about it. The Man called; William Nelson spoke up and said “this is not an open dialogue, were not going to
do a question and answer session, you can make a statement and we can respond to you by mail”.
i made a claim with the division of human rights [Case No. 10166377] against the Ogdenburg City Court for
discrimination against a disabled veteran with a service animal. Due to the trauma and harm caused by their actions, these
men and the woman caused greater irritation and inflation to this complex and challenging disability. Everything that had
transpired created excessive distrust of government, fear of going to court, outside, or to even socializing in the
community. i felt like i had to constantly be on guard, like i was still in war. This made me even more restless and edgy.
My relationships fell into disorder and my wife and children suffered from the damaging effects of terrorism. i started to
withdraw and become distant with everyone, afraid feeling like i was a lone soldier, with no one to get my back. i was
afraid of further harm and repercussion for reporting what they were doing, and became very distrustful of any and all so
called “public servants”. i changed my phone number and email, and moved around a lot out of fear to future harassment
undesired contact, threats, harm and terror so called “public servants” inflicting.
Afraid, not knowing where to go, or what to do, i turned to the Lord, and went back to doing mission work. About a year
later, around the 31st day of August 2015, a man in normal clothing approached me and said “hold up” “i am going to
need you to stay put, bud” i said, “no thank you” and within seconds a gang of armed men showed up. The men all “began
talking at once and i could not understand their legal terms, or what was going on. Then a man Ryan Polniak said; “your
under arrest” He grabbed me and put me in chains and took me away. During the interrogation i made it clear to him that i
did not to consent to what he was doing. i also made it clear that i was under threat duress, tort and coercion and that i
reserve all my rights. During the interrogation i explained that i was not the legal person, and that a person is defined in
law as a legal fiction. Over and over i emphasized that i was the living man and not the legal person. Ryan Polniak after
threatening me was given the information he wanted by putting me under threat duress tort and coercion.
i was so confused and stressed about what was going, dazed and confused by the betrayal of this man, afraid for
repercussion from these men, and their past actions against me, i tried not to say much. They brought me to meet a man
called Gary Alford who within seconds ordered me held for $5,000. For failure to appear, and ordered me held in Saint
Lawrence county jail until the money be paid. He rescheduled the next court date for 15 days later.
After ten days in solitary confinement the lord provided, and the money was paid in cash of $5,000 under duress with all
rights reserved. i was then released shortly thereafter.
i have seen three different men acting as judges (Gary Alford, William Small, and James Monroe) for the Ogdenburg
City Court, and have been verbally battered by the man called Andrew Hollis and the woman called Jamie Kotz, both
court peace officers. i have been threatened by the men called; William Small, James Monroe and Gary Alford with more
cruel and unusual fines and punishments for “contempt of court” for speaking/ making objections on the last four court
dates while defending freedom and trying to understand what was happening as legal terms are foreign to me, and i am an
alien to the legal society. The last court date was unlawfully a trial for different charges that i was not made aware to
what was going on. i was forced to go through the de facto, tyrannical proceeding, for pretended, defective, and unlawful
allegations, changed to different charges the day of “trial” to which i had never made a plea, or been given discovery to be
informed of the nature or cause to such allegations/ to meet me accuser. To which this unlawful trial was fraudulently set
for a completely different matters entirely without consent. Being an idio to legal proceedings and not a member of the
legal society, i wish for the immediate restoration of private property: 1. (private automobile-in good working order) 2.
($5,000 Cash) , 3. (Awarded damages and restitution for the theft, trespass, and wrong inflicted against private property)

[patrick-christian-hansen]
All rights reserved

By: [patrick-christian-hansen]

NOTARY

New York Republic, Saint Lawrence County, on this 22nd day of January, 2016, A.D.
before me, Cathy Piche, the undersigned Notary Public, personally appeared the man:
called [patrick-christian-hansen], to me known to be the living man described herein, who executed the forgoing
statement of truth, and has affirmed before me that he/she executed the same as his/her free-will act and deed.

Cathy C. Piche
Notary Public State of New York
ID No. 01P6214925
Qualified in St. Lawrence County
Commission Expires 12/21/2017

My commission expires: 12/21/2017
**Public Servant Accountability**

**Claim of wrongdoing-color of law abuse**

**Government:**
In the interest of freedom, justice, equality and to curb abuse of power/office this report is to be investigated by each branch of government both the state and federal levels as well as those other offices/agencies that have been notified. This is to keep the system functioning properly and prevent any unchecked or unbalanced use of power or position of any one government branch. It is the responsibility, duty, and requirement of each; branch, agency, committee, police force, law enforcement, representative, elected official, ethics/misconduct office, or the like to: exercise due diligence, conduct a full investigation to any reports of; misconduct, abuse of office, criminal conduct, crimes and/or other potential felonies reported herein and follow up with; pressing charges, making arrests, impeachment and finally jail time for those found guilty by due process. A crime requires a real victim (man/woman). In this report a (wo)man is making this report of a real crime committed against a (wo)man. This crime report establishes that a (wo)man, acting outside the protection/authority of their office, in the name of government, is the aggressor/trespasser committing the crime and trespass against another (wo)man.

All public servants are mandated and obligated by their sworn oath of office to support and defend the constitution against all enemies foreign and domestic [5 CFR 2635.101 (a)]. Failure to move, to timely do so, is evidence of culpable mental state to; willful deprivation of public trust, conspiracy, gross negligence, dereliction of duty and malfeasance.


Public servants are mandated, required, and obligated by their sworn oath of office, and by the authority vested in their office, to investigate every reported crime/incident brought to their attention directly or indirectly (Notice to agent is notice to principle, notice to principle is notice to agent). Since governments are instituted among men to secure the rights and property of men, men have the power to compel the government to do just that! The people hold the supreme power to dictate their will upon the government (that being the public servants of such) for the government does not function without (wo)men possessing it, governing through the powers given them by the consent of the governed.

IF IT IS BELIEVED THIS OFFICE CANNOT INVESTIGATE THE REPORTED CRIMES HEREIN, RESPOND IN WRITING WITHIN 10 BUSINESS DAYS DETAILING THE LAWFUL GROUNDS THE (WO)MEN OF THIS OFFICE ARE STANDING UPON FOR SUCH INACTION, INCLUDE THE FULL NAME AND CONTACT INFORMATION OF THE ONE WHO MADE THE DECISION TO TAKE NO ACTION AND HOW THEY CAN BE CONTACTED. THANK YOU.

**Non-government:**
(Freedom/common law; government accountability; tea party groups, committees, agencies, organizations, and other groups against government abuse)

Please do what you can to see that this report is fully investigated and the proper path to justice is followed, to correct and prevent corruption, and to secure freedom for future generations. Thank You. (:  

[i, man, am called: _____patrick-christian:hansen___]

[Care of: General Post-office, Non-domestic Transient, Ogdensburg, New York Republic, United States of America]

Court: Ogdensburg City Court

City Hall, 330 Ford Street, 2nd floor, Room 15, Ogdensburg, New York Republic, United States of America

Court Phone: _____315-393-3941_____ County: Saint Lawrence

Case: [“People” V Patrick Hansen ]

Most Recent Incident Date: November 24th, 2015 Case # (If known) Unknown

When is the Next scheduled date? Unlawfully scheduled for February 5th, 2016


How long has this all been going on? Over three years and ongoing
List any private property that has been taken without just compensation: _My given true Christian appellation, (trademark) private information, body, freedom, life, happiness, rights, $5,000 cash, private automobile shelter family mini van._

You are?..... (Check one).... The Accused _____ X Witness _____ Investigative Reporter/Media _____ X

If you’re the accused, Do you have a lawyer? YES _____, NO _____ X, If Yes, Lawyer’s Name: N/A Telephone: N/A Lawyers Address: N/A

Has the accused been given a certified/verified copy of the arrest warrant? YES_____ NO _____ X UNK_____

The acting judge(s) attempting to intimidate and overwhelm the accused court date/case creating a disadvantage against the accused: by combining multiple charges into the same YES _____ X NO_______ UNK_____

Is the acting judge also a practicing attorney? Yes _____ X No _____ UNK_____

Is the acting judge(s) attempting to force the accused to have an attorney? YES _____ X NO_______ UNK_____

(If YES) What is the Attorney’s Name? _____ Robert Ballan_____

Has the acting judge moved the case forward without the plaintiff present? YES _____ X NO_______ UNK_____

Have the encounters with the alleged public servants been recorded? Yes _____ X No _____ UNK_____

Has the accused signed a consent form to have an Administrator/Mediator (de facto) instead of a Common Law Justice (de jure)? YES_____ NO _____ X _____ UNK_____

Has the acting Judge(s) been prejudice by arbitrarily and erroneously trespassing on the right of the accused presumption of innocence to all elements? YES_____ X NO_______ UNK_____

The judge(s) taken sides with the prosecutor creating a conflict, acted prejudicial, and polluted impartiality, by deliberately ignoring the lawful burden of proof the prosecutor has to prove all elements of jurisdiction? YES_____ X NO_______ UNK_____

Was the Plaintiff (DA/Prosecutor/Officer/Other) present? YES_____ NO _____ X _____ UNK_____

The judge(s) obstructed the right of the accused choice for assistance of counsel? YES _____ X NO_______ UNK_____

Is there a jurisdictional challenge? YES _____ X NO_______ UNK____ It Was: Honored _____ Dishonored _____ X ______

Have the corporation(s) (Ogdensburg City Court, Ogdensburg City Police Department, or The City of Ogdensburg) or agents thereof failed to perform/fulfill/provide, products/goods/services/duty, as advertised offered/ promised breaching the public trust? YES _____ X NO_______ UNK_____

**List all issues of wrongdoing:**

- Indifference against the accused-disadvantage (disability) unfamiliarity, idiot void to understanding the legal system.
- Hazing, libelous, bullying, for the disability of, not being a member of the BAR or other member of the legal society.
- Religious Hate Crime by discrimination against political opinions/convictions to finding/standing in the truth.
- Hate crime against the accused choice of non-BAR member assistance of counsel.
- Preemptory Intolerance to the disability and of slow learning/understanding of the judicial process.
- Maliciousness against the accused for use of due process, equal access, equal protection, discovery, and justice.
- Vindictiveness, vengefulness against the accused due to nepotism and former employment relations with the complaining agency.
- Rancorous judicial prejudice, nefarious retaliation for filing a claim of disability discrimination and wrongdoing.
• Spiteful hostility against the accused for the exercise of fundamental rights and freedom secured by the Constitution. Evidenced by Natural Law.
• Religious retaliation against the accused for interfering with settling matters outside the court. (Matthew 5:25)
• Religious discrimination for forcing the accused into a secular/foreign (de facto maritime/statutory) court. (1 Corinthians 6:1)
• Retaliatory discrimination against the accused for previously having the assistance of a service animal in the court. Obstructing access to public accommodation against a disabled combat veteran with a service animal.

The following list shows many of the charges, abuses, violations, torts, trespasses, and other criminal acts that those in positions of power tend to be guilty of breaking or participating in as a conspiracy or racket. Make note of these, and use them as a reference when completing this form. Many public servants are guilty by association, as an accessory to the crimes listed below. There are other charges like; “misprision of felony”, that basically means the public servant hid a suspect or the actions of a suspect that were criminal in nature and failed to report their knowledge of a possible felony to the appropriate government authority. In public service agencies it is easy to be guilty by association, for failure to protect, act or defend the constitution, or the people it was made to protect.

**Reporting for, charging with, or claim of**

1. **Constitutional**
   Trespass/Violation
2. **Issues of Nepotism**
3. **Excessive Force**
4. **Breach of Public Trust**
5. **Breach of Oath of Office**
6. **Breach of the Peace**
7. **Intimidating a Witness**
8. **Assault and Battery**
9. **Obstructing Justice**
10. **Obstruction of Discovery**
11. **Obstruction of Due Process**
12. **Obstruction of Equal Access**
13. **Obstruction of Equal Protection**
14. **Disorderly Conduct**
15. **Trespass on Rights**
16. **Making Terroristic Threats**
17. **Conspiracy Against Rights**
18. **Non-BAR Member**
   Discrimination
19. **Prejudice or Bias**
20. **Reviling / Verbal Abuse**
21. **Conflict of Interests**
22. **Misleading / False Statements**
23. **Color of Law Violations**
24. **Practicing Law from the Bench**
25. **Intimidating**
   Defendant/Witness
26. **Use of Coercion**
27. **Racketeering Activity**
28. **Civil Rights Violations**
29. **Extortion/Unjust Enrichment**
30. **Intentional Tort**
31. **Lying, Perjury, Fraud, Dishonesty**
32. **Psychological Torture**
33. **Peonage/Debtor Prison**
34. **Unlawful Berating**
35. **Slander / Defamation**
36. **Supporting Involuntary Servitude**

ALL PUBLIC SERVANTS TAKE AN OATH TO SUPPORT AND DEFEND THE CONSTITUTION, AT ANY TIME A PUBLIC SERVANT TRESPASS ON THE CONSTITUTION BY ACTING CONTRARY TO THEIR OATH OR THE PROVISIONS AND PROTECTIONS IN THE CONSTITUTION, THEY HAVE BY THEIR ACTIONS OR FAILURE TO ACT, KNOWINGLY AND WILLINGLY COMMITTED TREASON, REBELLION, AND INSURRECTION, BY SEDITION TO SABOTAGE THE STRENGTH OF THIS NATION, IN SUBVERSION OF THIS CONSTITUTION, THE SUPREME LAW OF THE LAND, FOR PROFIT, OR OTHER POLITICAL POWER/CONTROL OR GAIN, BY GIVING AID AND COMFORT TO THE ENEMIES OF THIS NATION AND WHAT IT STANDS FOR. THE ENEMY OF THIS REPUBLIC IS DEMOCRACY; THE ENEMY TO LOVE AND PEACE IS WAR AND FEAR. THE ENEMY TO FREEDOM IS SLAVERY BY IN VolUNTARY SERVITUDE TO THE MANY UNJUST LAWS (COLOR/STATUTORY LAW), PUBLIC SERVANTS BY USING THE POSITION OF HONOR/SERVICE EXTORT THE ENERGY FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE THROUGH COLOR OF LAW, CONFUSION IN UNSPECIFIED JURISDICTIONS/VENUE, PRETENDED OFFENCES/TRIALS, SECReTIVE PRACTICES AND POLICIES. THE ENEMY DEFINED HERE IS SIMILAR TO THAT OF TERROR, IT IS THE IDEAS, ACTIONS, AND NATURE OF THE ENEMY THIS NATION FACES; GREED, CORRUPTION, INVOLUNTARY SERVITUDE, MOB RULE (DEMOCRACY), TYRANNICAL PUBLIC SERVANTS, AND THE REMOVAL/EXCHANGE OF FREEDOM FOR AN ILLUSION OF SAFETY.

**OATH OF OFFICE:**
An individual, except the President, elected or appointed to an office of honor or profit in the civil service or uniformed service, shall take the following oath:

“I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; that I take this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or purpose of evasion; and that I will well and faithfully discharge the duties of the office on which I am about to enter. So help me God.”

**HERE ARE SOME OF THE MOST COMMON CONSTITUTIONAL AREAS THAT ARE TRESPASSED:**
MARK BELOW THE PUBLIC SERVANTS NAME ALL THAT THE PUBLIC SERVANT HAS BREACHED OR TRESPASSED

- Oath of Office
- Article 3 (Judicial Power)
- Article 6 (Supreme Law of the Land)
- Amendment 1-15
Gary Alford produced a lawful warrant to confinement on a ransom of $5,000 cash, for meritless allegations of “failure to appear”. He nor his partners in crime have trafficking extortion racket, when he knowingly and willingly held me a man unlawfully imprisoned for 10 days in solitary confinement on a ransom of $5,000 cash, for meritless allegations of “failure to appear”. He nor his partners in crime have produced a lawful warrant to this day. There is still no proof of original service that i was notified of any future meetings or (Contempt, Arrest, Jail Time, Warrant, and Additional Charges) Other threats can be as simple as a court officer, raising his/her voice, placing a hand on their gun, or using warrantless searches (security checks) and scrutiny-to demoralize, exhaust, embarrass, and harass their intended victim. Threats by intimidation can also be a Court Officer getting in your face, standing uncomfortably next to you, within your private space (within arm’s length). Clerks, Attorneys, and Judges are known to solicit this behavior from court security, and by doing so are party to the crime.

**Did a public servant make ANY direct/indirect, implied/assumed, death threats-threat of harm injury or loss, threats to instill fear/terror, threat of fine/other punishment, threats of violence that may result in being harmed/killed, if one were to resist, or threats that may result in psychological torture?** If Yes, make note of it next to their name on the next page.

Make sure to list everyone you are reporting even if not for making threats, for misconduct, abuse of office, breach of oath, derelict of duty, incompetence, disqualification, lack of certification. Any public servant that is party to, accessory of, or failure to prevent/report any unlawful, unprofessional, immoral, or unethical behavior/conduct like; conspiracy against rights, conspiracy against the constitution, coercive extortion racket, etc, is guilty by association as an accessory after the fact, and will be held accountable.

**WHO ARE YOU REPORTING?** Court peace officer, court clerk, district attorney/other attorney, court magistrate (judge), county sheriff, ticketing agent, other public servant/gov. agent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position/Title</th>
<th>Employing Agency</th>
<th>Breached Constitutional Oath of Office?</th>
<th>Made any threats, implied/assumed, direct/indirect?</th>
<th>Threat(s) made</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Polniak</td>
<td>(officer)</td>
<td>Ogdensburg City Police Department</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>X NO UNK</td>
<td>Threat of kidnap/abduction by way of arrest and jail, implied death threat- kidnapped while carrying a deadly weapon. Direct death threat-pulling his gun out while i was seated handcuffed in front of him.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Polniak</td>
<td>(police chief)</td>
<td>The City of Ogdensburg</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>X NO UNK</td>
<td>Implied threat of harm-stalking the accused. After i sent a notice to cease and desist he informed me “that letter you sent me is not going to stop me from doing my job” implying a threat of reoccurring arrest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary Alford</td>
<td>(acting city judge)</td>
<td>The City of Ogdensburg</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>X NO UNK</td>
<td>Threats of theft, assault, and imprisonment and potentially death- by threat of “contempt” to bring terror, and inflict torture, prevent testimony, and intimidate witness.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Claim of wrongdoing/party to:** Unlawful imprisonment, witness tampering, breach of public trust,peonage, conspiracy, terrorism, torture, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice. Nephew of Richard Polniak is Nepotism and taints the proper function and conflict free environment needed to have a honest policing force. Ryan has repeatedly done wrong by abducting me taking me away by force through unlawful imprisonment. Used torture by confinement in a cage, interrogation and coercion to get me to be a witness against myself. He has brought fraud upon the court, and breached the public trust going against his oath of office.

**Position/Titl**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County Sheriff</th>
<th>Ticketing Agent</th>
<th>Other Public Servant/Gov. Agent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sheriff</td>
<td>Ticketing Agent</td>
<td>Other Public Servant/Gov. Agent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Claim of wrongdoing/party to:** Unlawful imprisonment, witness tampering, breach of public trust,peonage, conspiracy, terrorism, torture, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice. Richard Polniak wronged me by his direct actions and participation in the conspiracy against rights, abduction, and ransom negotiations, and was directly responsible for my transportation to a location for further imprisonment and torture. Being the leader of his men Richard Polniak holds all liability for damages and the actions of his men when robbing me at gunpoint back in august of 2014 when the men and women from his force stole private property, and is still in possession of such.

**Claim of wrongdoing/party to:** Unlawful imprisonment, witness tampering, breach of public trust,peonage, conspiracy, terrorism, torture, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice, peonage, conspiracy, terrorism, torture, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice. Ryan has repeatedly done wrong by abducting me taking me away by force through unlawful imprisonment. Used torture by confinement in a cage, interrogation and coercion to get me to be a witness against myself. He has brought fraud upon the court, and breached the public trust going against his oath of office.

**Employing Agency:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County Sheriff</th>
<th>Ticketing Agent</th>
<th>Other Public Servant/Gov. Agent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sheriff</td>
<td>Ticketing Agent</td>
<td>Other Public Servant/Gov. Agent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Claim of wrongdoing/party to:** Unlawful imprisonment, witness tampering, breach of public trust,peonage, conspiracy, terrorism, torture, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice, terrorism, torture, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice. Richard Polniak wronged me by his direct actions and participation in the conspiracy against rights, abduction, and ransom negotiations, and was directly responsible for my transportation to a location for further imprisonment and torture. Being the leader of his men Richard Polniak holds all liability for damages and the actions of his men when robbing me at gunpoint back in august of 2014 when the men and women from his force stole private property, and is still in possession of such.
requests for my services. Gary Alford is in breach of his Oath and by failing to do so and acting under color of law is an
imposter, and needs to be dealt with according to law. Gary Alford has wronged me and needs to make right this wrong.

4. Name: Andrew Hollis Position/Title: (acting city court peace officer)  
Employing Agency: Ogdensburg City Court  
Breached Constitutional Oath of Office? YES X NO UNK  
Made any threats, implied/assumed, direct/indirect? YES X NO UNK  
Threat(s) made: Threat of kidnap/abduction by way of arrest and jail, for trespassing, implied death threat- kidnapped while carrying a deadly weapon, aggressive trespass on private space. 
Public servant is party to/engaged in at least one of the 36 previously mentioned charges? YES X NO UNK  
Claim of wrongdoing/party to: Unlawful imprisonment, witness tampering, breach of public trust, peonage, conspiracy, terrorism, torture, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice. Andrew Hollis has repeatedly and deliberately obstructed the witness statements by directly interrupting the testimony of the accused witness, preventing testimony by using intimidation tactics through terror. Andrew Hollis being a former employee of the agency initiating these charges has been an ongoing influence in witness intimidation for speculation of concern for former loyalties with the police force and his peers. He has been continuing a pattern of terroristic threats, disorderly conduct, witness intimidation, obstructing my ability to use the court, prevented me from entering the court room because I had a service animal, later made threats of trespass charges for being on the second floor. This all while in a position of public trust and carrying a loaded firearm, continues to interfere in private business and matters of law. Is it against the law for Andrew Hollis to be working for the court according to [PIRA Advisory Opinion No. 88-1]? From what I have discovered Andrew Hollis has not met the requirements. With the strong and close connection and brotherhood with his policing associates, there is a grave conflict of interest and a very questionable challenge to the loyalty of this man to uphold his oath to the constitution. This all may go to tell as evidence why there has been so much, aggressive terroristic behavior coming from this man.

5. Name: Jamie Kotz Position/Title: (acting city court peace officer)  
Employing Agency: Ogdensburg City Court  
Breached Constitutional Oath of Office? YES X NO UNK  
Made any threats, implied/assumed, direct/indirect? YES X NO UNK  
Threat(s) made: Threat of kidnap/abduction by way of arrest and jail, implied death threat- kidnapped while carrying a deadly weapon, implied threat of harm and direct interference with the case, by interrupting my arguments, questions, and lawful process, while armed with a deadly weapon. 
Public servant is party to/engaged in at least one of the 36 previously mentioned charges? YES X NO UNK  
Claim of wrongdoing/party to: Unlawful imprisonment, witness tampering, breach of public trust, peonage, conspiracy, terrorism, torture, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice. Jamie Kotz has been a party to this ongoing criminal racket, conspiracy against rights under color of law. As the acting court room peace officer Jamie Kotz continues to breach the peace by raising her voice and making demonstrated threats of harm, by placing her hand on her gun while raising her voice and yelling directions directed at me. Jamie Kotz participates in escalating the situation by using intimidation, threats and coercion causing a very hostile environment. This directly creates fear, anger, confusion, and unlawfully obstructs the judicial function. This causes confusion and fear among witnesses the accused and others in the court room. Jamie Kotz has repeatedly and deliberately obstructed the witness statements by directly interrupting the testimony of the accused witness, preventing testimony by using intimidation tactics through terror. Being a transfer directly from the agency bring the complaint, there is a direct conflict and is evidence to the conspiracy to obstruct justice. Former loyalties to her department associates makes suspect the actions of hostility towards me, bringing into question her loyalty to support and defend the constitution against all enemies foreign and domestic.

6. Name: James Monroe Position/Title: (acting city court judge)  
Employing Agency: The City of Ogdensburg  
Breached Constitutional Oath of Office? YES X NO UNK  
Made any threats, implied/assumed, direct/indirect? YES X NO UNK  
Threat(s) made: Threats of theft, assault, and imprisonment and potentially death- by threat of “contempt” to bring terror, and inflict torture, prevent testimony, and intimidate witness. 
Public servant is party to/engaged in at least one of the 36 previously mentioned charges? YES X NO UNK  
Claim of wrongdoing/party to: Unlawful imprisonment, witness tampering, breach of public trust, peonage, conspiracy, terrorism, torture, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice. Complete disregard for the presumption of innocence to all the elements of the allegations, and punished without an actual injured party sworn statement. Though prosecution was never present, and the failure of the pretended party to establish corpus delicti, James Monroe prejudicially and unlawfully forced his will on the case and possessed it to move through the judicial process without the lawful de jure authority to do so. James Monroe is an imposter, who lied about an upcoming court trial, when he said that if the DA or someone from the DA’s office was not present at the upcoming trial, that all the charges will be dismissed….the DA nor anyone from the DA showed up and they still went on with the unlawful trial. He has entered pleas on behalf of the alleged “defendant” taking liability for such position, continues to act as prosecutor and defendant, all the time making threats of fine and imprisonment to prevent testimony and intimidate witnesses. Is a main accessory to a fake/pretended unlawful court
conspiracy against rights by making up new court dates for meritless, and defective charges on a last minute switch for on a court date set up for completely different case. He is party to this extortion human trafficking racket, and is a co-conspirator to abduction, unlawful imprisonment, and torture. James Monroe is in direct conflict with his oath of office, making him an oath breaker. He has failed to stand by his word, and by his actions of acting on behalf of the DA when never present, this is a fraud upon the court. James Monroe by his own volition dismissed the charges for the failure of the DA or representative from her office to be present on trial, he then on November 24th 2015 when returning to get out property back, he brought up the charges that were dismissed, after threatening my life with abduction, possible death and fines, on charges of contempt he frustratingly dismissed the charges, he then scheduled another court date for February 5th 2016 for the same charges that he dismissed twice before.

7. Name: William Small  Position/Title: (acting city court judge)
   Employing Agency: The City of Ogdensburg
   Breached Constitutional Oath of Office? YES X NO UNK
   Made any threats, implied/assumed, direct/indirect? YES X NO UNK
   Threat(s) made: Threats of theft, assault, and imprisonment and potentially death- by threat of “contempt” to bring terror, and inflict torture, prevent testimony, and intimidate witness.
   Public servant is party to/engaged in at least one of the 36 previously mentioned charges? YES X NO UNK
   Claim of wrongdoing/party to: Unlawful imprisonment, witness tampering, breach of public trust, peonage, conspiracy, terrorism, torture, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice. Complete disregard for the presumption of innocence to all the elements of the allegations, and punished without an actual injured party sworn statement. Though prosecution was never present, and the failure of the pretended party to establish corpus delicti, William Small prejudicially and unlawfully forced his will on the case and possessed it to move through the judicial process without the lawful de jure authority to do so. William Small while in a position of public trust has wronged me on numerous occasions starting with entering pleas on behalf of the “defendant” obstructing testimony, witness intimidation, obstruction of justice due to having a service animal. William Small has participated in this conspiracy from the beginning and has not done the right thing to prevent unlawful complaints to encumber the court. William Small has been dishonorable by his participation in this racket of human trafficking extortion. This conspiracy is a fraud upon the court, without law he has taken the position of the prosecutor by asking discovery questions, going against the adversarial system and making it an inquisitional hearing. These ongoing criminal actions are evidence of treason, by contempt of court, and contempt of constitution by acting against a constitutional form of government. This has perverted, and undermined the judicial system in its honorable standard. On September, 9th 2015 William Small withheld the release of the ransom (ball) money that was paid in exchange for my release from prison. On this day without any plaintiff present William Small did not dismiss the charges due to lack of prosecution, until later that day he dismissed charges of another man who admitted to burning private property, due to lack of prosecution. This is evidence of an ongoing criminal conspiracy against rights.

8. Name: Lisa Meyer  Position/Title: (acting city court chief clerk)
   Employing Agency: Ogdensburg City Court
   Breached Constitutional Oath of Office? YES X NO UNK
   Made any threats, implied/assumed, direct/indirect? YES X NO UNK
   Threat(s) made: Threat to life by having armed men training to kill, come find me and have me removed from my family, stripped naked, shoved in a cage kept in solitary confinement if I don't show up to meet with them. Expressing this death threat or potentially deadly encounter with mercenaries, by written letter through the mail calling it “arrested on a bench warrant” if you fail to appear.
   Public servant is party to/engaged in at least one of the 36 previously mentioned charges? YES X NO UNK
   Claim of wrongdoing/party to: Unlawful imprisonment, witness tampering, breach of public trust, peonage, conspiracy, terrorism, torture, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice. Complete disregard for the presumption of innocence to all the elements of the allegations, and punished without an actual injured party sworn statement. Lisa Meyer has been actively participating in this criminal conspiracy in an attempt to use the lawful court system by fraud, extort resources from me through fines and other ransoms by human trafficking. She has prevented my counter claims by requiring a fee to use the court, thus perverting justice and obstructing my report of wrongdoing and counterclaim. This is blatant disregard to law itself and contempt of court, contempt of constitution, and a breach of public trust. Lisa Meyer has continued to protect criminals from being brought to justice. Lisa Meyer has been making false claims as a public servant to ruin my good name and destroy my character by making claims that i am a criminal without any conviction. Willingly participating in a fraud to float pretended defective complaints to prevent testimony and justice, causing confusion by withholding the complaint information from the accused. Keeping me in the dark has proven a modern practice of her and her staff. Her treasonous actions need to be brought to light and justice served.

9. Name: Mary Jean Mullis  Position/Title: (acting court clerk)
   Employing Agency: Ogdensburg City Court
   Breached Constitutional Oath of Office? YES X NO UNK
   Made any threats, implied/assumed, direct/indirect? YES X NO UNK
Threat(s) made: Threat to life by having armed men training to kill, come find me and have me removed from my family, stripped naked, shaved in a cage kept in solitary confinement if I don’t show up to meet with them. Expressing this death threat or potentially deadly encounter with mercenaries, by written letter through the mail calling it “arrested on a bench warrant” if you fail to appear.

Public servant is party to/engaged in at least one of the 36 previously mentioned charges? YES X NO UNK

Claim of wrongdoing/party to: Unlawful imprisonment, witness tampering, breach of public trust, peonage, conspiracy, terrorism, torture, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice. Complete disregard for the presumption of innocence to all the elements of the allegations, and punished without an actual injured party sworn statement. Mary Jean Mullis has committed fraud upon the court by her direct involvement in conspiracy, theft, robbery, unjust enrichment and witness tampering/intimidation by soliciting the force of Andrew Hollis to prevent my access to the court, and prevent any discovery. She has intentionally concealed her identity and attempted to thwart due process of law. Only by diligent investigation has her real name been revealed, after previous attempts to acquire her true name were prevented by Andrew Hollis, by his direct trespass on our conversation. Mary Jean Mullis told myself and 3 witnesses on October 15th 2015, after trial fraud had just been pulled on me, that there were no more charges, and no more pending court dates, that we were done. When I asked about the $5,000 cash she expressed that she had no idea what I was talking about, as well as our van (private automobile shelter). Roughly a few weeks later myself and witnesses returned with the receipt for the money to show Mary Jean Mullis that we had proof of what she was trying to cover up. She was given the proof and immediately went back and spoke with someone, roughly 8-10 minutes later she came back and said “come back on the 24th” she refused to say for what reason, what charge, or for what purpose other than that if we wanted to get the money back then we had to show up on November 24th 2015. This is an obvious fraud and unjust enrichment, with the hope of exhausting my resources by drawing out the lawful judicial function and using this branch of government as an extortion rendering machine. She has also directly refused to take documents I had served on the court for a counter claim, for reasons of not paying for it, and for not going through a policeman. She explained that I am not allowed to make a claim, and that I have to go through the police. She explained that she would not take any claim there because that is a matter for the police. This woman continues to do wrong, in the face of law against man under color of law.

10. Name: Cathy Bentley  Position/Title: (acting city court clerk)

Employing Agency: New York State Police Department (Troop B)

Made any threats, implied/assumed, direct/indirect? YES X NO UNK

Threat(s) made: Threat to life by having armed men training to kill, come find me and have me removed from my family, stripped naked, shoved in a cage kept in solitary confinement if I don’t show up to meet with them. Expressing this death threat or potentially deadly encounter with mercenaries, by written letter through the mail calling it “arrested on a bench warrant” if you fail to appear.

Public servant is party to/engaged in at least one of the 36 previously mentioned charges? YES X NO UNK

Claim of wrongdoing/party to: Unlawful imprisonment, witness tampering, breach of public trust, peonage, conspiracy, terrorism, torture, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice. Complete disregard for the presumption of innocence to all the elements of the allegations, and punished without an actual injured party sworn statement. Cathy Bentley is a co-conspirator in this ongoing criminal extortion racket. She had prevented the lawful process of discovery by not allowing me access to the file for the allegations against me. She has breached her duty to her oath of office and that of the office on public trust. An accessory after the fact she continues to do wrong by not making this right. By her failure to stand against the other criminals she is guilty by association, for her failure to report what was brought to her attention of criminal activity she is obstructing justice and the lawful process to bring about justice in this situation.

11. Name: Gabriel Ward  Position/Title: (acting state police)

Employing Agency: New York State Police Department (Troop B)

Made any threats, implied/assumed, direct/indirect? YES X NO UNK

Threat(s) made: Threat to life by way of forced abduction, showing up in court with a loaded firearm-show of violence and implied threat of death/danger. Showing up for a court trial locked and loaded, fully equipped with a deadly weapon and other dangerous tools for the purposes of abduction/kidnapping.

Public servant is party to/engaged in at least one of the 36 previously mentioned charges? YES X NO UNK

Claim of wrongdoing: Without lawful right to do so Gabriel Ward Used emergency lights in a non-emergency situation to initiate contact for purposes of forced contract and unjust enrichment. Gabriel Ward participated in the fraud upon the court and criminal conspiracy of human trafficking and extortion. His participation in this criminal activity has clearly shown his lack of support to uphold his oath of office and support and defend the constitution. Gabriel Ward has wronged me by using the honorable court process to fraud me out of private property. By his show of force at the court room with a loaded gun is clearly intentional intimidation and coercion. As he has failed to bring forth an injured party to his complaint and lacking jurisdiction in collusion with the city court actors attended this; no notice, fraud, staged, unlawful, court hearing, in an attempt to further extort private property and inflict terror.

12. Name: Jarret LeClair  Position/Title: (acting city police officer)
Name: Matthew Erwin
Position/Title: (acting city police officer)
Employing Agency: Ogdensburg City Police Department

Made any threats, implied/assumed, direct/indirect? YES X NO UNK

Threat(s) made: Threat to life by way of forced abduction, showing up in court with a loaded firearm-show of violence and implied threat of death/danger. Showing up for a court trial locked and loaded, fully equipped with a deadly weapon and other dangerous tools for the purposes of abduction/kidnapping.

Claim of wrongdoing: Matthew Erwin as an accessory to this conspiracy participated in the unlawful court trial while armed with a deadly weapon, and other dangerous tools that are used to inflict damage and harm. He has participated in an ongoing practice of human trafficking in an extortion racket. Matthew Erwin has colluded with the men and women of the court to perpetrate a fraud on the court to harm me, and steal my life, inflicted terror, and torturer my family and I with this ongoing wrongdoing from misusing the court system to extort the resources of the people. Initiated contact without lawful right to do so, by using emergency lights in a non-emergency situation, for purposes of extortion and unjust enrichment.

Name: Fay Jenks
Position/Title: (acting city police officer)
Employing Agency: Ogdensburg City Police Department

Made any threats, implied/assumed, direct/indirect? YES X NO UNK

Threat(s) made: Threat of abduction, theft, torture, unlawful imprisonment, and death. Very aggressive and combative has initiated contact with me while armed with a deadly weapon, to solicit me into a contract. Fay Jenks has on many different occasions made direct threats by placing his hand on his gun while raising his voice and appearing that he may snap, directed at me while in conversation with him.

Claim of wrongdoing: Fay Jenks is known for his outlaw lifestyle, while in a position of public trust. Fay Jenks has wronged me by his continued trespass against my life, terrorism, and repeated malicious prosecution against a man with a service animal. His conduct is and continues to be contrary to law and is a law breaker. Fay Jenks has forced entry into our temporary dwelling house, without law. His conduct proves that he believes that he is above the law and can do what he wishes in the face of law. By Fay Jenks conduct acting under color of law he has repeatedly, terrorized myself and my family, making many terroristic threats, and direct threats on multiple occasions. By the actions of this man Fay Jenks, his conduct, behavior and choices is evidence to his contempt of constitution. Acting contrary to his oath of office, this man has engaged in insurrection against this country and the constitutional form of government, making him a liar, oath breaker, and a traitor. This man used this respected position of public trust for unjust enrichment, and so creating a system of terror against the people.

Name: Jessica Rivers
Position/Title: (acting city police officer)
Employing Agency: Ogdensburg City Police Department

Made any threats, implied/assumed, direct/indirect? YES X NO UNK

Threat(s) made: Threat of kidnap/abduction by way of arrest and jail, implied death threat - kidnapped while carrying a deadly weapon.

Claim of wrongdoing/party to: Unlawful imprisonment, theft, robbery, witness tampering, breach of public trust, peonage, conspiracy, terrorism, torture, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice. Jessica Rivers initiated contact with
me by deceit, under guise of emergency, using emergency lights in a non-emergency situation. This is after her peers had just recently taken the plates of my private automobile shelter, she then knowingly made a complaint for the same situation her and her peers had created. Intentionally creating conflict to fraud the court and the people. Jessica Rivers is in conspiracy against rights, has trespassed against the office of public trust as a keeper of the peace, acting in contempt of constitution, by participating in privateering and this criminal extortion racket. She is engaged in insurrection and rebellion against the constitutional form of government. Her choices as a woman have wronged me as a man and has caused me a great deal of harm. She initiated the robbery of our private automobile shelter, and participated in it while armed with a deadly weapon. She still has not returned what she and her peers have stolen. Jessica Rivers never had the lawful right to stop me, and is under color of law depriving rights. This ongoing conspiracy in human trafficking, policing for profit, by extortion, creating conflict, and making criminals out of the people for private gain is a gross misuse of the position of public trust. This constitutes treason, by all involved abusing the constitutional form of government by usurping the common law of this country and putting the people under tyrannical system of the legal society.

16. Name: Michael Bouchard  
Position/Title: (acting city police officer)  
Employing Agency: Ogdensburg City Police Department  
Made any threats, implied/assumed, direct/indirect? YES X NO UNK  
Claim of wrongdoing/party to: Unlawful imprisonment, witness tampering, breach of public trust, peonage, conspiracy, terrorism, torture, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice.

17. Name: Cory Maxner  
Position/Title: (acting city police officer)  
Employing Agency: Ogdensburg City Police Department  
Made any threats, implied/assumed, direct/indirect? YES X NO UNK  
Claim of wrongdoing/party to: Unlawful imprisonment, witness tampering, breach of public trust, peonage, conspiracy, terrorism, torture, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice.

18. Name: Timothy Murray  
Position/Title: (acting city police officer)  
Employing Agency: Ogdensburg City Police Department  
Made any threats, implied/assumed, direct/indirect? YES X NO UNK  
Claim of wrongdoing/party to: Unlawful imprisonment, witness tampering, breach of public trust, peonage, conspiracy, terrorism, torture, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice.

19. Name: Jason Streeter  
Position/Title: (acting city police officer)  
Employing Agency: Ogdensburg City Police Department  
Made any threats, implied/assumed, direct/indirect? YES X NO UNK  
Claim of wrongdoing/party to: Unlawful imprisonment, witness tampering, breach of public trust, peonage, conspiracy, terrorism, torture, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice.

20. Name: William Nelson  
Position/Title: (acting city police officer)  
Employing Agency: The City of Ogdensburg  
Made any threats, implied/assumed, direct/indirect? YES X NO UNK  
Claim of wrongdoing/party to: Unlawful imprisonment, witness tampering, breach of public trust, peonage, conspiracy, terrorism, torture, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice. By William Nelson deliberate choice to take no
action and prevent the open testimony given before the city council, he as a man by his actions breached his oath of office and is in contempt of constitution. This makes him and the other council members who failed to act/move to support and defend the constitution is by derelict giving aid and comfort to the enemies of this country, and guilty as an accessory after the fact to this criminal conspiracy.

21. **Name:** Kevin Wells  **Position/Title:** (acting Saint Lawrence County Sheriff)  
**Employing Agency:** Saint Lawrence County  
Breach of Constitutional Oath of Office? **YES** X **NO** UNK  
Made any threats, implied/assumed, direct/indirect? **YES** X **NO** UNK  
Threat(s) made: Threat of kidnap/abduction by way of arrest and jail, implied death threat- kidnapped while carrying a deadly weapon/in position of public trust.  
Public servant is party to/engaged in at least one of the 36 previously mentioned charges? **YES** X **NO** UNK  
Claim of wrongdoing/party to: Unlawful imprisonment, witness tampering, breach of public trust, peonage, conspiracy, terrorism, torture, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice. Kevin Wells has participated in this criminal conspiracy when providing the means to keep me unlawfully imprisoned. His failure has proven that he as a man will not keep his oath to the constitution, if doing so threatens his job security. Kevin Wells continues to participate in criminal conspiracy racket of human trafficking, peonage, and involuntary servitude. This creates terror in the people and can only be defined as terrorism, and torture. This man has wronged me a man by failing to do the right thing and protect against tyranny and corruption in this county. i have endured harm by the unlawful imprisonment including 10 days solitary confinement in retaliation for my religious beliefs, was not allowed any visits from assistance of counsel, family or friends. i was charged over $350 just to talk with assistance of counsel, family and friends. i was unlawfully held without trial by jury of my peers. My life, property and pursuit of happiness was unlawfully taken for public use without just compensation. Requiring my life and body to get funding to keep the jail running, i was forced into involuntary servitude and forced in to peonage. i was held ransom for $5,000 cash and not set free until it was paid. Kevin Wells has a duty to the people, and has taken an oath to support and defend the constitution. By his participation in this criminal conspiracy racket he is in contempt of constitution and law and is guilty of treason. The men under his supervision are guilty as accessories after the fact. By protecting the men that were hidden from justice after harming me causing damage to my body, and trespassing shows the criminal gang style nature and honor of the man running this office.

22. **Name:** Mary Rain  **Position/Title:** (acting city police officer)  
**Employing Agency:** The City of Ogdensburg  
Breach of Constitutional Oath of Office? **YES** X **NO** UNK  
Made any threats, implied/assumed, direct/indirect? **YES** X **NO** UNK  
Threat(s) made: Threat to ignore a reported criminal activity-by way of preventing open dialogue and never following up with any action to prevent the ongoing criminal racket. Threat of prosecution for the exercise of a basic rights.  
Public servant is party to/engaged in at least one of the 36 previously mentioned charges? **YES** X **NO** UNK  
Claim of wrongdoing/party to: Unlawful imprisonment, witness tampering, breach of public trust, peonage, conspiracy, terrorism, torture, treason, privateering, racketeering, obstruction of justice. It is obvious that the loyalty of Mary Rain to the people is very questionable; Since the question of crossing the “blue Line” is the reason for her failure to prevent this ongoing criminal conspiracy. Mary Rain prior employment and loyalty to the “force” seems to be polluting her from standing up for true justice. Previous basic training in the force encourages protecting your fellow officers from potential liability. After i reported the actions of the men committing crimes against me, those men were never brought to justice and still remain at large. These very same men continue to harm me and commit crimes in our community under tainted color of law. By her failing to protect against this tyranny and covering up felony crimes she is preventing justice and assisting the enemies of their country. She has perjured her oath and is in contempt of court, constitution and law.

**Brief summary of what happened**

Note things like: excessive force, false arrest, fabricating evidence, deprivation of property, abuse of office, breach of oath, public trust, or fiduciary duty, un-ethical behavior, failure of impartiality, bias, prejudice, conflict of interest, practicing law from the bench, unlicensed practice of law, unconstitutional actions, improper demeanor, bad attitude, intolerance, conflicts of interest, intoxication, favoritism, corruption, prohibited business or political activity, serious financial and records mismanagement, assertion of the influence of judicial office for the private benefit of the judge or others, and other misconduct on or off the bench, failing to uphold their oath of office, improper behavior, failing to defend, lying, preventing testimony, making threats, failing to perform a known or implied duty or task, conspiracy against rights, etc. Physical or mental disability may also be reported. Make copies and attach any additional evidence to support this report.

Briefly describe the break down, point by point, the chronology of events: (Breach of Oath, Violation of Constitution, or US Laws, Breach of the peace, Abuse of office, Coercion, Threats/intimidation, Deprivation of Property, Excessive force, False arrest or fabrication of evidence, Unjust enrichment, etc.) (Use additional page(s) if needed)
There is an ongoing pattern and practice of nepotism, influencing an ongoing criminal extortion racket in this community. The named individual men and women in this report are guilty of and accessory to many crimes including but not limited to: piracy, privateering, kidnapping, abductions, human trafficking, peonage, involuntary servitude, robbery ashore, terrorism, torture, treason, hate crimes, and tyranny. I have been their target for these attacks, I have been bombarded with double jeopardy charges, warrantless searches, unlawful abductions, imprisonment without trial by jury of my peers, hate attacks, religious retaliation, direct discrimination for service connected disabilities, retaliation and hate for having a service animal, threat of trespass charges for sharing information on the constitution, tricked, framed, fraud and mislead by public servants. I have continually took and will continue to take a stance of peace and diligently strive after the truth, defending freedom and protecting the innocent whenever I can. These men and women by their participation in the abuse of the system has caused psychological torture and damage. By the actions of these criminals and the gang style of government agencies my family and I have been dragged through tremendous amounts of traumatizing hardship and litigation on accusations/complaints against us by public servants with no jurisdiction, justification they have failed to state a cause of action for which relief can be granted, and have prevented and dishonored discussion. The men and women working in the court have not done their duty to prevent these defective deficient and meritless complaints to ever be entertained in a court of law. But sadly this honorable court had been dishonored and polluted in the name of greed, and fraud. My life is continually taken, trespassed, and threatened by the very system that was put in place to serve and protect the people. No one is above the law, and these men and women acting as public servants have no right to trespass on the rights of another. My attempts at discussion have been met with hate and threats. I have discovered a web of corruption connecting all levels of government, not only is the court policed by transfer city police officers, creating a huge disservice to the people from conflict of interest but men and women of this community are prevented from going into the court room when they call the case I am dealing with. After witnessing the acting chief of police have a talk with a news reporter after talking with me (who was reporting on the happenings of the corruption) the reporter never contacted us again, and stopped reporting on it, and very soon after quit working for the paper. The acting judges keep acting as prosecutor and defendant in fraud to float the case and unlawfully move it through the process to issue a verdict. This is not only against the law, it is downright prejudice, favoritism, and unequal, not to mention the collusion between the police men in the acting judge's chambers before trial without me present. The lawful de jure system of government has been usurped by criminals for profit and are enforcing a de facto system of government by coercion and force given force of law through terrorism and is covered and disguised as color of law.

"I hereby affirm, under penalty of perjury I have made this report in an effort to stand for truth, justice, and freedom, to prevent future criminal activity and have the suspects investigated. I have made this statement from what I witnessed/experienced and believe that the information and statement provided above are true, correct and accurate to the best of my knowledge information and belief. I further certify that this statement is made freely and voluntarily and without threat or promise of any kind. I make this statement with a full and complete reservation of all rights, without prejudice."

Signet: [Signature] Date: January 25th 2016

"All Rights Reserved Without Prejudice"
Witness Statement
(Attended court, or witnessed anything pertaining to this report)

1. Name: Jennifer Ann Hansen. Care of: General Post-office, Non-domestic Transient, Ogdensburg, New York Republic, United States of America

Statement: There is ongoing pattern of practice that are unlawful and unconstitutional being done by court officials at the Ogdensburg City Court. My man, Patrick Christian Hansen, has repeatedly been taken from me and unlawfully and unconstitutionally charged with frivolous accusations/complaints lacking the elements of a crime, that we have been force to go answer in court. The charges against my man have no victim so there is no crime, the counter claim is he has become the victim of political terrorism. My man has been coerced by violence and threat to court on: August 31st 2015-Gary Alford, September 15th, 2015-William Small, October 6th, 2015-James Monroe, October 15th 2015-Gary Alford, November 24th 2015-James Monroe. Jurisdiction has been challenged and it has never been proven the DA/ representative from their office has never showed up for any of the court dates. Every time in the court room the acting judge stops him from speaking, while making an opening statement, or making any objections, or asking questions. The acting judges kept threatening him with fines and jail time for charges of contempt. On October 6th 2015 James Monroe the acting judge said that if the DA or anyone from her office didn’t show up for the trial about the van on October 15th 2015 that all the charges would be dismissed. When we showed up on October 15th 2015 no one from the DA office was there. The clerks would not give him the information on file so he could know what to expect and be prepared. Even though no one from the DA office was there they went on with the unlawful trial without a jury of peers. They switched what we were there for minutes before the court started and then forced my man to participate or be charged with contempt and thrown in jail and fined. James Monroe Lied, they went on with old charges that had no effect, merit or anything to do with why the arrested him in the first place. So after this all happened we went to the clerks window to find out about the court date to see about the complaints about the van, and when the next court date was, or if there were any other pending charges, Mary Mullis told us that there were no more charges, court dates or pending charges, that we were done. So we asked her to get the five thousand dollars and how to get our van back she denied knowing anything about the money or our van. So we left to find the receipt for the ransom/bail money we returned some days later with the evidence proving that $5,000 had been given to them, and that they need to give it back. She didn’t know what to say so she went back to talk with the acting judge, about 10 min. she came back and just told us to show up on the 24th of November 2015, for “court”. She would not tell us what this mysterious court date was for and told us to talk with our attorney, when she knows we don’t have an attorney. Then 2 days before this mysterious court date, my man got an email from the man they are trying to force him to retain as his attorney Robert Ballan, who explained that, it might be a jury trial, and for what he was unsure. We went to prevent them trying to say we abandoned the money or our van, under threat of violence, and James Monroe and Andrew Holmes (court officer) started threatening my man to get in the court room while he was trying to talk with the clerk about the details of this court date. Then after James Monroe brought up the charges that were already dismissed by his word he brought back up and after many threats of jail and fines against my man, he dismissed the charges, then he scheduled a new court date for February 5th 2016. This has got to stop! They won’t give us back the private property they took and it is hurting us.

Mark/Seal/Sign: Jennifer Ann Hansen

Date: January 25th 2016

“All rights Reserved”
2. **Name:** Michael Lipinsky, care of: 254 Haggart Road Ogdensburg, New York Republic, United States of America  

**Statement:** On October 6th 2015 I witnessed James Monroe on Record stated to, Patrick Christian Hansen the next schedule appearance in court would be on 10/15/15. James Monroe also said if the DA or someone from their office did not show up on the scheduled court date on Oct.15/15, he would dismiss all charges. On Oct 15/15 Patrick Christian Hansen “The Living Man” went to court, Gary Alford the acting judge (administrator) was on the bench and no one from the DA’s office was present. Gary Alford then unlawfully altered what the trial was for, creating a new set of charges scheduled at the last minute and no one from the DA’s office was present, yet he still moved forward with the trial. After the trial was over we asked clerk Mary Jean Mullis about the $5,000 and about getting the man’s van back, she denied any knowledge of both. She also said there were no further charges or court dates, and stated “we are done”. Approximately 3 weeks later I went to get the bail of $5,000 at the Ogdensburg City Court speaking with the court clerk Mary Jane Mullis I showed her my receipt for the bail, she walked away from her window out of sight and came back some minutes later. When she returned she stated the court has not released the bail money and said he had another court date on November 24, 2015. When asked what it was about, she said she did not know. She couldn’t answer for what charges, was it a trial? A hearing? She had no idea. It seems the courts are just trying to keep my $5,000 bail money based on what Mary Jean Mullis stated on Oct.15 2015. On November 24 2015, Patrick Christian Hansen The living man talked with the acting judge James Monroe, I heard myself with 3 other witnesses as well I have my own audio witness (recording) of James Monroe say in an open court of record “case dismissed” Before leaving the court building we (myself, John, Fred, and Patrick Christian Hansen went to the court window to inquire about bail money) Mary Jean Mullis the court clerk set yet another court date for 2/5/16 against the wishes of the living man Patrick Christian Hansen. This is double jeopardy and criminal trespass. These wrongs need to be made right. I’m losing faith in our justice system a Jurisdictional hold was also placed, on record, for the court and prosecutor in which James Monroe did not honor (attempted to arbitrarily dismiss the hold).  

Mark/Seal/Sign: Michael Lipinsky  
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4. Name: By: frederick-thomas: maurer , care of: 36 Main Street, Potsdam, New York Republic, United States of America
Statement: on November 24th, 2015, I went as a witness in support of the man, patrick-christian:hansen, the acting judge James Monroe made threats to hold in contempt for asking questions. There has been no Due Process-Acting under collusion and coercion. No injured party- no crime-these people acting as public servants have not returned the "ball" money. The real party of interest has been denied all lawful due process. No proper service of intent. The court peace officer Andrew Hollis kept obstructing the man by relayed threats from the acting judge to the man while he was talking with the clerk. The acting judge refused all paper work, acting under the law of the sea, not law of the land. There is a maritime flag posted in the courtroom, showing this not a constitutional court, this a fraud upon the court and the people.
Mark/Seal/Sign: [Signature]
Date: January 25, 2016
"All rights Reserved"

5. Name: John F. Woodrow II , care of: 865 Pond Road, Hermon, New York Republic, United States of America
Statement: On October 15th 2015, I witnessed wrong done to the man, patrick-christian:hansen. Gary Alford change the mans trial from a trial about getting his family van back to something completely different; some outdated and random traffic tickets. Gary Alford would not let the man talk of defend himself, there has been no due process. Gary Alford acted as the D.A. and for the Cops. Gary Alford kept interrupting the man with threats of contempt charges, jail and fines. The court police kept interfering were very aggressive and disruptive. I witnessed Gary Alford prevent and obstruct the man from making his opening statement, with more threats. By his actions on the bench Gary Alford continues to act as the prosecutor practicing law from the bench. On November 24th 2015, I witnessed wrong done to the man, patrick-christian:hansen. I witnessed the man go to the court not in the blind, since the details of the reason for court has been hidden from him. The man entered the courtroom with a full reservation of rights and under threat duress tort coercion. The man did not willingly enter the courtroom being that he was unprepared because of the fraud and secrecy. So James Monroe started making threats of contempt, and the court cop Andrew Hollis was relaying the threat. Andrew Hollis and Jamie Kotz were harassing all the mans witnesses, and continue to use coercion to unlawfully force the man to play court. They keep making up new court dates without any lawful authority, and wont tell the man what its for. Right before they ended court, I heard James Monroe say; "case dismissed" so what’s with the new court date? It sounds like these men and women are acting as government and in conspiracy against the rights of this man.
Mark/Seal/Sign: [Signature]
Date: 01/25/2016
"All rights Reserved"